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x

AEG offices are not completing a Qualifications Assessment required by FAA
(Order 3410.26 for Operations ASIs transferring into the AEG.)

These findings are very serious and could have far-ranging ramifications regarding the
type ratings of hundreds of certificate holders. Because it involves AEG ASIs, the
proverbial “tip of the pyramid” for pilot qualification and certification, every type rating
issued by an unqualified ASI potentially creates another potentially unqualified pilot,
including other ASIs, and the most senior pilots and check pilots at FAA-certificated
operators.
A complete methodology of our review is included as Appendix A.

Allegations
1.

2.

Operations Inspectors assigned to the Long Beach and Seattle AEG offices do not
meet the training requirements stated in FAA Order 8900.1.
x

Operations Inspectors have not completed required formal training.

x

Operations Inspectors OJT does not include tasks for the issuance of a new type
rating.

Long Beach AEG management took retaliatory actions against the contributor.

Findings and Details
Allegation 1: Operations Inspectors assigned to the Long Beach and Seattle AEG
offices do not meet the training requirements stated in FAA Order 8900.1.
Finding: This allegation was substantiated.
Details: The contributor discovered that two of the three members of a Flight
Standardization Board (FSB)1 did not meet the formal and OJT training requirements
specified in FAA Order 8900.12. In July 2018, the contributor notified
FLM that FSB
Chairmen
and FSB member
had not completed OJT level
three training required to issue a new type rating for their assigned Gulfstream GVII
aircraft. At that time, the FLM told all three assigned inspectors to complete the type
ratings, and that would accept responsibility.
issued GVII type ratings to
the contributor, ASI
, and 16 others, despite not being qualified to do so. The
contributor then issued eight type ratings, despite having gotten
rating from an
unqualified evaluator.
In the following weeks, the contributor had several conversations with
FLM and Office
Manager to discuss the mandatory training requirements. They discovered that not only
1

The FSB’s primary responsibilities are to determine the requirements for pilot type ratings, to develop
minimum training recommendations, and to ensure initial flightcrew member competency in accordance
with the current edition of Advisory Circular (AC) 120-53.
2
Specifically, Volume 5, Chapter 1, Section 2, “Aviation Safety Inspectors (Operations) Qualifications and
Status
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did the AEG OJT not address the specific job functions required, but that ASIs
had not had the formal training course required by FAA Order 8900.1.

and

For the Long Beach and Seattle AEGs, AFS-8103 confirmed that FAA Course 21000138
or 21000026, and job function specific OJT is required in order for an Operations ASI to
complete a type rating certification event/check ride. We reviewed training records for
all Operations ASIs currently assigned to these offices and found 16 of 22 (73%) have
not completed the required formal training course. Worse yet, at least 11 of the 16 do not
qualify to enroll in the course because they do not hold a Certified Flight Instructor
certificate.
AAE reviewed the Program Tracking and Reporting Subsystem (PTRS) entries
documenting level three OJT for ASIs
and
and determined that at the time
of the assignment to the Gulfstream GVII FSB, neither had completed the required OJT
for this type rating certification task. We also found that the AEG’s OJT program does
not include all the functions required for issuing a type rating certification check ride.
Allegation 2: Long Beach AEG management took retaliatory actions against the
contributor.
Finding: This allegation was substantiated.
Details: The contributor alleges that was subjected to retaliatory actions by
management due to
inquiries concerning required training for Operations ASIs
assigned to the AEG. These actions included removal from most work assignments and
denial of training.
Our investigation found through interviews, documents and emails that:
x
x
x

x

The FLM removed the contributor from participation on the GVII and G600 FSBs.
The FLM started an inquiry/investigation into the contributors’ performance and
behavior during the GVII FSB.
The FLM discussed the contributors’ complaint with one of the contributors’ peers4.
This peer then:
o Removed the contributor from all FSB email discussions.
o Told other AEG team members that the contributor “was out to get them but we
won’t let that happen.”
The FLM denied contributor’s telework requests while approving similar requests
from
peers.

The actions by the FLM led the contributor to seek a transfer out of the AEG to another
organization within the FAA. The contributor was not provided either an exit interview
or any type of recognition for
tenure within the AEG.

3
4

, Airmen Training and Certification Branch
ASI
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Other Concerns
x

Interviews determined that the AEG management team is not applying procedures in
FAA Order 3410.26, Flight Standards Service Air Carrier and General Aviation
Qualifications Assessment Tool for AFS Aviation Safety Inspectors, when ASIs
transfer into the AEG. This Order states:
“The Manager is responsible for insuring that the necessary training is provided to
the transitioning ASI so that they can achieve the fully successful level of
performance in the new position. This is accomplished by bridging the
transitioning Inspector’s current formal and OJT training and identifying any
additional training needs essential for the selected position including position
essential indoctrination training courses. The training conformance procedures
are included in the QAT following the QAT Check Sheets.”

x

Flight Standards management has been aware of the training shortcomings identified
by the contributor since July of 2018. To date, management has failed to adequately
address the missing training requirements for the 16 Operations ASIs identified.

x

There were also concerns raised about how ASI
conducted
certification
events, and that they were not conducted in accordance with the Airman Certification
Standards/Practical Test Standards and/or other FAA guidance. However, our
investigation focused on
basic qualifications to conduct such certification events.

Recommendations
1. Immediately cease all type rating work assignments by ASIs who do not meet formal
and OJT requirements.
2. Flight Standards should remove any derogatory information from the contributor’s
personnel and performance files which may in any way be related to
work on the
FSB and/or concerns regarding pilot certification or ASI qualifications.
3. Since the FLM in the Long Beach AEG has retired, the Executive Director of the
Flight Standards Service should provide a written apology to the contributor and
recognition for
efforts to help resolve these issues.
49 U.S.C. § 106(t) (4) requires that the Administrator respond in writing to the
recommendations no later than 60 days after receipt of this memorandum. In addition, the
law requires that records related to any further investigation or corrective action taken in
response to the recommendation, are to be retained.
If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact
Investigator, Audit and Analysis Branch, AAE-100, at
cc: Ali Bahrami, Associate Administrator for Aviation Safety, AVS-1
Rick Domingo, Executive Director, Flight Standards Service, AFX-1
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FAA
Memorandum
Date:
To:

Rick Domingo, Executive Director, Flight Standards Service, AFX-1

From:

signed by VAN L KERNS
Van
L Kerns,
DeputyDigitally
Director,
Office
VAN
L KERNS
Date:
2019.04.19 08:48:02
-05'00'of Safety Standards, AFS-2A

Prepared by:
Subject:

Aircraft Evaluation Division, AFS-100
Office of Safety Standards (AFS) Response to AAE-1 Recommendations:
Report of Internal Whistleblower Contribution - Long Beach Aircraft
Evaluation Group (LB AEG), Inspector Training, AAE File #IWB 19801

Overview/Summary:
AAE investigated two specific allegations, one of which included three areas of concern.
One allegation was specific to AEG training; checking and evaluations conducted during a
Flight Standards Board (FSB) in support of the Gulfstream Aerospace GVII aircraft and
the other regarded alleged retaliatory actions towards an AEG inspector for raising said
concerns. The final report states that the allegations were substantiated and additional
concerns were identified.
AFS-100 Response to AAE Recommendations:
Recommendation #1: Immediately cease all type rating work assignments by ASIs who
do not meet formal and OJT requirements.
AFS-100 Response: In response, The Aircraft Evaluation DivisionAFS-100 immediately
stopped all FSB activity until the investigation was complete and the issues were
understood.
We reached out to the FS General Aviation & Commercial Division, AFS-800, and
reviewed guidance together.
The AFS-810 explained that guidance intent is for all Inspectors to complete formal
training and applicable OJT in order to be considered qualified before performing airmen
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certification and/or testing. However, acknowledged that after reviewing the applicable
guidance that is not how currently reads, Specifically:
FAA Order 8900.1, volume 5, Chapter 1 Section 2, 5-27 A reads:
“Unless otherwise specified in this order, one of the following conditions must be met
in order for an ASI (Operations) to be considered qualified to perform specific job
functions without supervision”
• Satisfactory completion of an FAA Academy or out-of-agency course on that job
function;
• Satisfactory completion of all OJT requirements for that job function, in
accordance with Order 3140.20; or
• Specific written authorization from the RFSD or the Flight Standards Service
(AFS) Regulatory Support Division (AFS-600), as appropriate.
After review, AFS-100 and AFS-800 determined guidance states that:
x

Either formal training or OJT is acceptable to conduct certification or type
rating work”. (5-27 A)

FAA Order 8900.1, volume 5, Chapter 1 Section 2, 5-27 B reads;
x

“Before performing airmen certification and/or testing functions unsupervised, the
ASI must have completed the courses outlined in the current edition of the Air
Carrier and/or General Aviation Operations String document, as applicable to the
job function”

After review, AFS-100 and AFS-800 determined that:
x

The two (2) classes referenced in the AAE Report are not listed for Air Carriers
string (Formal Training). However, they are listed for General Aviation String
(Formal Training).

x

A manager or ASI would not know to look at the General Aviation string training
to find these classes for Air Carrier Inspectors.

x

The policy is not clear as intended about the required two (2) classes in question
for Air Carrier ASI’s that perform airmen certification functions. The guidance
does not instruct, point out or lead you to any direct reference to the courses
named in the AAE Report for Air Carrier ASIs that perform airmen certification
functions. (5-27 B)
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being accomplished collaboratively between the General Aviation and Commercial
Division and the Aircraft Evaluation Division to determine if equivalent training credit
can be granted in accordance with current policies.
The training required to meet the requirements of FAA Order 8900.1 is Principles of
Evaluation for General Aviation ASIs – Airplane.
POLICY DEVIATION
A deviation from the below sections of FAA Order 8900.1 (in pertinent part) is granted to
the Aircraft Evaluation Division.
x

FAA Order 8900.1, Volume 1, Chapter 3, Section 4, Inspector Training
Requirements to Perform Job Functions, para 1-218B outlining the requirement
for an ASI to satisfactorily complete an FAA Academy (AMA) or out-of-agency
training (OAT) course on that job function, if required

x

FAA Order 8900.1, Volume 5, Chapter 1, Section 2, Aviation Safety Inspector
(Operations) Qualifications and Status, para 5-27 lists the requirement to hold a
flight instructor certificate in the aircraft category, class, and type, if applicable,
for which they conduct practical tests that result in certification or the addition of
a pilot type rating.

x

FAA Order 8900.1, Volume 5, Chapter 1, Section 2, Aviation Safety Inspector
(Operations) Qualifications and Status, para 5-27B lists the requirement to have
completed the courses outlined in the current edition of the Air Carrier and/or
General Aviation Operations String document, as applicable to the job function.

RISK ANALYSIS
The Aircraft Evaluation Division has historically hired Air Carrier ASIs to conduct AEG
functions on larger aircraft. It is not a requirement to hold a flight instructor certificate as
an Air Carrier ASI. These ASIs have been doing this work for some time with no noticed
increase in accidents/incidents in the course of their work.
There is no direct correlation between holding a flight instructor certificate and
someone’s ability to conduct a type rating practical test. The General Aviation and
Commercial Division is currently reviewing this policy to determine whether this is a
valid requirement for all ASIs or whether it should be removed.
Additional risk analysis has determined that risk exposure to deviating from the training
requirement was limited by time. The deviation is for a short duration and there is an
active process to determine if impacted ASI have received training that is equivalent
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through other methods. Those that have not will be scheduled at the earliest opportunity
for the required training.
LIMITATIONS
1. This deviation is valid until September 1, 2019 or until such time all ASIs have
completed the requisite training course, whichever comes first.
2. This deviation is applicable only to ASIs assigned to the AEG with the Air Carrier
Operations specialty.
3. AEG ASIs are authorized to exercise the relief of this deviation from the requirements
to hold a flight instructor certificate outlined in FAA Order 8900.1 only if they are
conducting a practical test for an ATP certificate and/or the issuance of a pilot type rating
during the FSB process.
If there are any questions concerning this guidance information, please contact the
Airmen Training and Certification Branch at
cc: AFS-200
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Attachment B
The following is the AEG OJT requirements outlined in AEG Job Task Analysis
Worksheet that addresses administering tests or checks.
Job Task 4.1.202 Conduct FSB Evaluation
Subtask 8, Conduct FSB Evaluation
Elements 8.4 - FSB Chairman prepares to administer tests
Elements 8.5 - Administer appropriate test or checks to FSB members
Subtask 10, Conduct manufacturer/applicant’s initial cadre pilot type rating
check rides (if applicable).
When checking the ASI’s history, it is important to remember that some of the OJT was
completed on spreadsheets prior to PTRS being the official Database for OJT
completion.
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